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ABSTRACT

There is an increasing trend in HCI on studying human-food
interaction, however, we find that most work so far seems to
focus on what happens to the food before and during eating,
i.e. the preparation and consumption stage. In contrast, there
is a limited understanding and exploration around using
interactive technology to support the embodied plate-tomouth movement of food during consumption, which we aim
to explore through a playful design in a social eating context.
We present Arm-A-Dine, an augmented social eating system
that uses wearable robotic arms attached to diners’ bodies for
eating and feeding food. Extending the work to a social
setting, Arm-A-Dine is networked so that a person’s third arm
is controlled by the effective responses of their dining
partner. From the study of Arm-A-Dine with 12 players, we
articulate three design themes: Reduce bodily control during
eating; Encourage savoring by drawing attention to sensory
aspects during eating; and Encourage cross modal sharing
during eating to assist game designers and food practitioners
in creating playful social eating experiences. We hope that
our work inspires further explorations around food and play
that consider all eating stages, ultimately contributing to our
understanding of playful human-food interaction.
CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile
computing design and evaluation methods • Humancentered computing → Interaction design
Author Keywords

Human-food interaction; digital commensality; food games.
INTRODUCTION

Over the years, technology has played an influential role in
enriching our interactions with food during eating [22, 26,
39, 89, 90, 100]. In particular, within the HCI literature, we
see an increasing trend on human-food interaction that
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Figure 1. Arm-A-Dine participants feeding each other
using on-body robotic arms.

includes augmented cutlery [39, 50], interactive dining tables
[40], digitally printed food [42], shape changing food [99]
and even acoustically levitated food [98]. These works bring
the field forward, however, we find that in most prior design
explorations the focus seems to be on what happens to the
food before eating and during eating, but no so much on the
actual process of eating.
In this work, we explore the opportunity of using interactive
technology to support the embodied interaction and the
movement of food from the plate to the mouth during
consumption. We find that the grasping and feeding of food
[17, 71] is a rather underexplored facet of our interactions
with food. This stage starts with selecting and then picking
(sometimes with cutlery, sometimes just using the hands) the
food from the plate. Using our arms, the food is then brought
towards the face before being put into the mouth (sometimes
in the mouth of others). This process often continues as long
as we feel hungry and it normally stops once we are full. To
this end, the process of eating is typically driven by one’s
own volition, desires and physiological needs.
Most of the time we feed ourselves, however, feeding others
is also common in a social eating context, for example when
trying someone else’s dish or in a romantic relationship,
which is believed to facilitate bonding and empathy as
inspired by literature on mother-infant feeding [24]. Feeding
is also an important area of research for people with specific
physical disabilities, as the feeding stage has been identified

not only as a high source of stress for both caregivers and
care-receivers, but also an opportunity to motivate patients
to eat, enjoy the food [28] and avoid malnutrition [103]. As
such, we believe by further understanding the feeding stage,
and the opportunities afforded by technology to support it,
we have the potential to not only support social eating
experiences, but might also influence more directly how and
what one eats; our exploration might therefore be also seen
as foundation for such future work.
When it comes to support the feeding interactions, we are
inspired by the opportunities technological advancements
afford to support embodied interactions [18], as previously
exemplified in regards to embodied play [62] and humancomputer integration [47]. We are also inspired by the use of
robotic arms as serving and dining aids [59, 65, 87, 92],
however, most of them are used to support the instrumental
needs of people with physical disabilities and are therefore
attached to a table, replacing a caretaker. In contrast, we are
interested in how such technologies can support the
experiential aspects of the eating experience, and therefore
consider the role of technology to also contribute to the
embodied and social characteristics of a shared feeding
experience.
As part of our embodied focus on the feeding experience, we
draw on the relationship between affect and food [94] that
might play out interesting emotional dynamics in a social
eating context. For example, we might experience joy and
pleasant surprise if our dinner partner feeds us a food that we
like, similarly, we can also experience disgust if we were fed
food that we do not like. To this end, our facial expressions
can illustrate our overall feeling about the food. We build on
this to explore our primary research question: how do we
design playful social eating experiences, with a particular
focus on their embodied nature?
Playfulness is a mindset whereby people approach every day,
even mundane, activities with an attitude similar to that of
"paidia" - as something not serious, with neither a clear goal
nor real-world consequences [54]. When it comes to
designing technology for the mealtime, we often find a
significant lack of playful attitude. The technology is often
used to support a goal-oriented dining behavior, for example,
eating healthy [12] or eating mindfully [23]. Through ArmA-Dine, we believe that, by harnessing a playful attitude
towards meals and social dining settings, we could further
expand on the design space and offer complementary
benefits through a playful engagement between technology,
co-diner and the food.
Arm-A-Dine is our design exploration of a novel two-person
playful eating system that focuses on a shared feeding
experience (see Figure 1). In this experience, all three arms
(the person’s own two arms and the “third” arm, the robotic
arm) are used for feeding oneself and the other person. The
robotic arm (third arm) is attached to the body via a vest. We
playfully subverted the functioning of the robotic arm so that
its final movements (once it has picked up the food), i.e.
whether to feed the wearer or the partner, are guided by the

facial expressions of the dining partner. In order to
understand the experience of engaging with Arm-A-Dine, we
conducted a study with 12 participants (5 male, 7 female).
Each session involved two participants eating together using
the Arm-A-Dine system. As the design of Arm-A-Dine
allowed the participants to move around, we studied its use
in a casual social eating scenario, such as when eating fingerfood at a conference event, rather than a fine dining
restaurant, which restricts people to dine in one spot. This
approach helped us to explore the playfulness of the design
in a setting where the participants could move freely. The
study revealed that embodied technology design can
facilitate engaging conversations about food and the way we
eat besides contributing incidental bodily movements and
empathy towards the eating partners.
This work makes the following contributions: 1) By
presenting Arm-A-Dine, we introduce a novel playful
prototype that highlights the opportunities of interactive
technology to support the feeding actions of social eating
experiences. 2) We present the results from the Arm-A-Dine
study to begin contributing an initial understanding of
embodied system design when it comes to social eating.
3) Finally, we articulate three themes to expand our
understanding of how to design playful human-food
interactions.
RELATED WORK

Since this work revolves around the use of technology and
eating, we have categorized the existing works in the area of
Human Food Interaction (HFI) accordingly. We start by
describing the works about technology used as a surrounding
medium to enhance the eating actions, then we discuss the
technology integrated in the eating process followed by the
embodied technology used during eating. We also describe
some playful works around embodied technology (robotic
arms) that we learned from.
Technology Surrounding an Eating Experience

Numerous works within HFI explore the use of technology
as a medium for creating engaging dining experiences [90]
with Heston Blumenthal being one of its key advocates.
CoDine [100] is one of the early examples that allow remote
family members to communicate and dine together using
interactive technology. Similarly, in the Inamo restaurant
[39] interaction designers project on dining tables to give an
impression of food coming to life [22]. In the Fat Duck
restaurant [26] the “Sound of the Sea” dish aims to transform
the dining experience by enhancing the taste of the food
through sound [89]. Hupfeld [38] highlights that the artifacts
at a dining table play a crucial role in facilitating social
engagement and should be the focus during design activities.
Similarly, Bekker et al. [5] discusses the use of responsive
objects triggering conversations between diners, whereas Le
Petite Chef [50] uses projection mapping on a table to
facilitate social engagement. Works by Ferdous et al [27],
O’Hara et al. [68] and Davis et al. [16] illustrate interesting
playful ways of using and sharing personal devices during
family mealtimes to encourage social interactions. Finally,
the explorations have not been limited to a real-world dining

context. Recently, Arnold et al. [2] explored cooperative
eating as an interactive way to enrich virtual reality
experiences while offering complementary benefits of social
interactions around food. We learn from these works that
technology, through using multiple senses, can enrich the
social dining experience in novel and playful ways, however,
we also note that the technology is mostly used as external,
static architectural feature, that is, it is either fixed to tables
or chairs, but never experienced on the body (while we know
that social interaction is very much embodied [18]), which
we consider a missed opportunity that we explore in this
work.
Technology Integrated in an Eating Experience

Few works within HFI explore the integration of technology
in an actual eating process and hence can guide the design of
feeding actions. For example, Murer et al. [64] created a
haptic input device “LOLLio” that dynamically changes its
flavor thereby offering playful experiences around taste. The
creation and manipulation of artificial tastes is an active
research area within HFI [67]: Ranasinghe et al. [75]
developed “Taste/IP”, an interactive system to share taste
over the internet by combining electrical and thermal
stimulation of the tongue. In later work, Ranasinghe et al.
[76] also developed a “Digital Flavor Synthesizing” device
that uses perfumes to utilize smell as a supplement for their
digitally created flavors. Ranasinghe et al. [77] also
developed the Spoon+ and Bottle+ prototypes that can be
used to virtually manipulate the taste of food. A similar
approach to alter the gustation sense was followed by
Narumi et al. [66] with “MetaCookie+” that uses augmented
reality and smell to overlay a cookie with visual and
olfactory information, thereby changing the perceived taste
of the cookie. Mayne’s work [57] on edible user interfaces
replace the “painted bits” of a computer monitor with
tangible “edible bits,” thus taking advantage of the breadth
of human senses. Finally, Khot et al. [41, 42] explored how
eating can be made pleasurable by integrating it with
personal data. For example, Khot et al. [41] created
TastyBeats, an interactive fountain system that creates a
fluidic spectacle by mixing sports drinks based on one’s
physical activity data. These works suggest that digital
technologies can positively affect the actual eating process in
general, and the feeding actions in particular, and we explore
this further with our system Arm-A-Dine, which uses onbody robotic arms.
Robotic Arms and Its Use Towards Embodied Interaction

On-body robotic arms have been used to support embodied
interactions. Leigh et al. [47] offer a detailed overview of
existing works on embodied technology (robotic arms). For
example, Gopinath et al. [33] created a three-armed
drumming system where the attached robotic arm is
controlled by brain signals. Stelarc [31] through his seminal
artwork “The Third Arm” demonstrates how to control an
on-body robotic arm through muscles around his abdomen
whereas Horn [3] highlight the benefits of on-body robotic
structures to heighten a wearer’s senses. Sasaki et al. [82]
created MetaLimbs that can be used as artificial limbs,

increasing people’s capability to multitask. We learn from
these works that attaching robotic arms to the body can offer
benefits, including supporting existing experiences in a
playful way, however, to the best of our knowledge, none of
the existing works explore the use of on-body robotics to
support social eating experiences.
Traditionally, we see robots in regards to food when they are
used for packaging food [81]. Recently, however, robots are
also being used as comforting companions for eating [13],
cooking [92] and serving [59, 65, 87]. Nevertheless, besides
these more conventional uses geared towards efficiency and
assistance, we see limited instances of playful human-robot
integration [25, 43], where robots undertake a playful role,
such as an entertaining medium to support existing
movement-based interactions. An exception is the work by
Lin et al. [51], who discuss how robotic arms can be used to
play a traditional finger guessing game in China. Through
their work, they show that people had a more enjoyable
experience with the robot as compared to playing without the
robot. Yamada and Watanabe [102] developed an armwrestling robot system that proved to be effective in terms of
enjoyment. These works suggest that robotic arms can elicit
playful experiences, however, so far, none of the existing
works seemed to have explored the use of on-body robotic
arms to support playful social eating and we see this as a
missed opportunity.
In summary, we learned from existing works in HFI about
the potential of technology to support the eating experience.
Inspired by this, we see an opportunity for playful design to
support social eating, often labeled as “commensality”, that
is the “practice of sharing food and eating together in a social
group” [69]. We find that traditionally, research has argued
that technologies detract from the experience of eating
together, resulting in a negative impact on social interaction
[36]. This prior work focused on the use of screens such as
mobile phones, which might distract individuals from eating.
For example, De Castro [11] discusses that the presence of
other people at a meal increases intake by extending the time
spent at the meal, probably as a result of social interaction,
and that family and friends have an even larger effect by a
consequent disinhibition of restraint on intake. However, if
we take this insight into today’s dining setting, then we also
identify a strong presence of technology such as mobile
phones on the dining table. These technologies also
contribute to an increase in dining time but do not facilitate
or support co-located social interactions.
We, on the other hand, are interested in designing an
interactive playful experience that could support rather than
distract individuals from their social eating experience. This
exploration is driven by recent works that suggest positive
benefits of modern technologies on how we eat [90]. For
instance, the works by Ferdous et al. [27] highlight how
repurposing technologies as a medium for facilitating shared
activities could lead to positive experiences of eating
together. Davis et al. [16] reveal how the use of digital
technologies can serve to support interaction at the dinner
table, allowing families to eat together longer. Mitchell et al.

[61] discusses a kinetic table mechanism that gauge the
weight of food on the table and raise or lower it for a slow or
a fast eater respectively. This subtle augmentation of the
dining table helps the dining companions to mutually align
their eating pace. Inspired by this, we have taken a research
through design approach [104] to tighten the gap in our
understanding of how to design interactive technology to
support the embodied feeding actions as part of social eating
experiences. As such, with our work, we are contributing
towards answering the bigger question on how to design
social eating experiences.

Figure 3. Any “negative” facial expression makes the partner’s
third arm feed himself.

If the expression is rather “neutral” (or could not be sensed)
then the third arm will pick up the food and make ambiguous
to-and-fro movements between the two eaters for about 5
seconds, suggesting it cannot decide who to feed, before
either selecting to present the food to the wearer or the
partner at random (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Any “neutral” facial expression makes the partner’s
third arm hesitate mid-air before finally deciding whom to feed
at random.
Figure 2. Arm-A-Dine features an on-body robotic arm
(supporting the feeding action from plate to mouth) and an
attached smartphone to capture facial expression of the eating
partner.

If the expression is a “positive” one, the third arm will
present the food to the eating partner (Figure 5).

ARM-A-DINE

Arm-A-Dine is a two-player interactive eating system where
each participant wears a “third” robotic arm. The robotic arm
is attached to a vest, making it a mobile solution that aims to
not compromise the movement of the existing arms of the
wearer (Figure 2). We connected the third arm wirelessly to
a mobile phone (we only utilize the camera, not the display
of the phone) that is attached to the other participant’s vest,
so that depending on the facial expressions of the wearer as
captured by the mobile phone’s camera, the robotic arm
picks up food and presents it in front of the mouth of the
wearer or the other participant. As the system is on
participants’ bodies, they also need to move their bodies in
order to align the arm’s gripper with the food on the table
when picking it up, allowing to select certain foods by
moving slightly around. Participants can pick the food up
from the gripper with their hands or directly with their
mouth. The decision to feed the wearer or the partner is
controlled by the partner’s facial expressions in the following
way: If the camera picks up a rather “negative” facial
expression, then the third arm will present the food to the
wearer (Figure 3).

Figure 5. Any “happy” facial expression makes the partner’s
third arm feed her.

As such, the system plays with bodily control, as it takes
some control over what food a participant is being fed, asking
the participant to control their body to select certain foods
(when aligning the gripper), and controlling what the partner
is being fed. We find this an intriguing opportunity, as prior
work [56] has previously identified bodily control as
intriguing element for interactive playful experiences. Given
that this is the first exploratory work on this topic, we went
with this particular form of mapping between facial
expressions and who would get served the food in response,
but other options are certainly possible. We envisioned that
mapping facial expressions to arm movements could
facilitate playful interactions (and laughter) around the
eating process.
Technical Details

We used the Braccio robotic arm [95] that weighs 792 grams
and is 50 cm in length (when stretched completely). We

chose a gripper that is made up of plastic and rubber material.
The gripper stops ca. 10 cm away from the wearer’s mouth
for safety reasons. We fixed the smartphone to the vest near
the shoulder to capture facial expressions through the Google
Face Tracker API [32]. Our software categorized the facial
expressions into the value 1, 2 or 3. These facial expression
values were wirelessly sent to an Arduino board (every 33
milliseconds) and stored for twenty seconds. This time
period was selected based upon the time required for the arm
to do the following: bend down, pick up any food item, come
up, bring it near a mouth, wait for 5 seconds to allow
participants to put the food in their mouth, and then bend
down again. Our system then calculated the mean value (1, 2
or 3) and drove the next robotic arm movement based on the
captured facial expression.
DESIGN PROCESS

The final design of Arm-A-Dine was a result of numerous
design trials guided by focus group discussions.
In the first phase, the main concept of the prototype was
fleshed out through 3 focus group discussions. These
sessions lasted about an hour and each had 7 (5 male, 2
female) participants aged between 25 to 45 years. The
participants came from varied academic backgrounds (food
design, visual and interaction design, game design,
engineering, psychology and HCI). Their diverse expertise
helped us to discuss and refine various design aspects as
described below.
Placement of the Robotic Arm

Robotic arms, when fixed on chairs or tables, restricts a
person from moving around. For example, in our initial
prototype, when the robotic arm was placed on a table, it
forced us to maintain a particular distance and make a proper
posture to make sure that the robotic arm feeds the food
exactly in front of our mouth. It not only constrained us from
moving, but also distracted us from paying attention to the
food. We drew inspiration from earlier works such as “The
Third Arm” [31] and the three-arm drumming system [33]
that make the robotic arm a part of the body. Placing the arm
on the body allowed us to explore the role of aligning our
bodies to pick up any desired food. We then considered the
positioning, drawing inspirations from earlier works [30, 31].
For example, we considered placing the base of the arm on
the head, shoulders, chest, stomach, upper and lower back,
hands and thighs. However, apart from the stomach and
chest, all other bodily placements hindered the movements
of the natural arms and caused discomfort during eating. We
decided to place the third arm on the center of the chest. This
placement not only helps the person to move his/her hands
freely, but also the robotic arm to have access to the food and
mouth directly. We used a Taekwondo vest [93] in order to
protect individuals from any accidental damage caused due
to unpredictable movements of the robotic arm and to have
an easy mounting surface.
We also explored various options in terms of the movement
of the robotic arm from the plate to the mouth. There are four
components to the movement: the actuation mechanism,

degree of freedom (DOF), picking mechanism and the
required arm-length of the robotic arm. We discuss the
actuation mechanism first. Pneumatics, hydraulics, suction
force and electric motors are some of the commonly used
actuation mechanism in robotic arms around food [65].
However, pneumatics and hydraulics are often used in
industries where a high amount of force is desired, which is
generally not required in an eating setting. Hence, we went
with a robotic arm where actuation is done using DC and
servo motors. Although DC and servo motors have the
drawback of a persistent noticeable sound, it appeared not to
be a distraction for the participants of the pilot as well as the
final study.
Grasping Food

We identified that the robotic arm requires a minimum of 180
degrees of rotational movement for its base motor to bend
and pick a food item to feed the user. It also requires at least
50 cm of arm length to help the user maintain a common
distance from a table and also have access to pick up a food
item and feed the user. Finally, we tried three options for
picking up food from the plate: Suction force technology,
scooping mechanism and use of grippers. The first option,
the suction force, was only able to pick very light food items
and hence it was not suitable for our purpose. The alternate
scooping mechanism was better at picking up different kinds
of food but it had a low success rate as learnt from the pilot
study, which is explained further.
In the second phase, we conducted a study with 8 participants
(5 male, 3 female) where we explored the design of a single
player version of Arm-A-Dine with a scooping mechanism.
The robotic arm was pre-programmed to pick (scoop the
food) from two containers and then present it to users.
Participants had to place their body so that the robotic arm
would align with the container in order to be able to scoop
the food. Volunteers participated in a two course (appetizer
& dessert) eating experience. They were free to also use their
hands and to decide whether and how much they would like
to eat. We found out that participants had difficulties in
successfully scooping up the food, as the robotic arm
partially blocked the view of the food. It also required extra
effort to align and grab the food. The participants also faced
difficulties in aligning their bodies with respect to the
containers. As a result, we went with the gripper.
Use Of Facial Expression

The results of the pilot study revealed that having a robotic
arm attached to the body did not feel uncomfortable or
distracting but rather rewarding. However, the preprogrammed actions felt a bit monotonous and participants
wished the robotic arm could support more engaging
interactions. Also, Herr et al. [35] discussed that people feel
a need to alter allocations of robotic arms dynamically.
Hence, we shifted from a one-player version to a two-player
version, where some of the control of the arm’s movement is
given to the other player.
In the third phase, we decided to explore a two-player version
by using a commodity item (a camera) to sense facial

expressions (we use a basic “more positive expression”,
“more negative expression” and “neutral/cannot detect” state
as starting point for our investigation) to partially control the
arm’s movement, complementing the wearer’s arm control.
We focused on sensing facial expressions as they play a key
role in communications between individuals and are
excellent forms of expressing oneself [7]. They are also
regarded to be a convenient way of identifying emotions [18,
19, 20]. Furthermore, communicating verbally while eating
can be challenging, therefore facial expressions are also an
important component of social interactions during eating
[70]. We group Ekman’s [18, 19, 20] basic emotion set into
positive and negative (as well as neutral or non-detectable)
responses we receive from the cameras we use. As we want
to support the embodied character of a shared feeding
experience, we want to support participants engaging their
bodies in any way they liked, so we chose to mount the
cameras on the partner’s body (via the same vest that holds
the robotic arm). This required participants to face each other
in order for the facial expression to work and also restricted
a more fine-grained classification of the sensed data due to
changing shadows, focal distances, etc. yet it did not restrict
participants to sit still as often required when working with a
fixed camera. Hence, we designed a 2-player version, where
the partner’s facial expression decided what food the thirdarm would pick.
Initially, we mapped the facial expressions to a certain food
and allowed the third arm to pick up food accordingly.
However, during trials, we found that this interaction forced
people to stand in the same place and restricted their
movements so that the third arm can fetch food from a
desired plate. To overcome this, in our final design, we
allowed participants to move freely and choose any food that
they like using the third arm. Depending on the partner’s
facial expressions, the third arm would either feed the partner
or oneself. The mapping of facial expressions to the wearer’s
third arm was decided based on our focus group discussions.
For example, mapping of the partner’s “more positive” facial
expression to the feeding of food to the partner (via the
wearer’s third arm) we hoped would elicit joy, laughter and
a sense of sharing based on the knowledge of feeding one
another that is associated with positive emotions [24, 28,
103], however, this could also result in the perception of a
loss of agency over what one eats. Through to-and-fro
ambiguous movements of the third arm in the air (when
sensing a “neutral” facial expression of the dining partner),
it gave an opportunity to the diners to express their reactions
more vividly, as we know that facial expressions become a
key element to engage with a partner while eating [70].
USER STUDY

We conducted a study of Arm-A-Dine with 12 participants (5
male, 7 female) to gather insights into their augmented eating
experience. The participants’ ages ranged from 21-27 years
with an average age of 24 and a standard deviation of 1.6
years. All the participants within the pairs knew each other.
At the start of the study, participants received verbal
instructions on how to use the system. We also gave a demo

of how the system works and allowed them to explore the
system extensively. Once they were comfortable with the
system, the actual study began. During the study, we asked
the participants to eat casually with their partner. We
intentionally kept the interaction open and so did not give
specific instructions, including whether to make certain
facial expressions deliberately, use their other arms to eat, or
how to pick up the food from the gripper.
We had prepared fresh food and arranged it on a heightadjustable table in an attractive way, similar to arrangements
by a caterer. We followed a finger-food theme, where we
normally eat while standing. The gripper was disinfected
before each use. The study allowed participants to use all
three arms and hence we put a glass of juice in front of the
participant’s left arm. In front of the right arm, we put a plate
with cookies, chips and crackers. In front of the third arm,
we put two plates containing strawberries, chocolates, grapes
and cheese (to complement the cookies and crackers). We
video recorded all sessions. At the end of the study, we asked
participants to partake in a semi-structured interview
together that lasted for about 20 minutes.
The topics discussed in the interview were: comfort and the
user experience of Arm-A-Dine; the effects of its movements
and the playful social interactions that emerged from the
experience. The interviews were transcribed, where a
question and its answer were considered as one unit of data.
In total, there were 325 units included based on an inductive
thematic analysis [6]. Three researchers independently read
all units of the data twice, and each researcher identified
every data unit with a category code. It was further discussed,
refined and cross-referenced with the data to derive
overarching themes following a thematic analysis process.
FINDINGS

The study revealed that Arm-A-Dine facilitated engaging
conversations around food and the way we eat besides
facilitating incidental bodily movements and empathy
towards the eating partners. Based on the analysis of 325
units of collected data, we present 11 findings below.
F1: Participants Paid Attention to How They Eat

During the study sessions, we observed that participants
were paying attention to the movement of the robotic arms
and how food travelled from plate to mouth. Eight
participants mentioned that normally they rarely pay
attention to how they eat, but the Arm-A-Dine experience
made them curious and they kept a keen eye on how the
feeding action unfold. For example, Participant 3 said:
“when I think of a normal meal, I do not focus on the act of
getting the food from the plate to my mouth. I take this act as
granted. However, this experience of eating with robotic
arms and sharing food with my partner pushed me to focus
on those things”. As such it seems the novelty of robotic
arms as well as the gameplay were contributing factors
behind this altered focus.

F2: Extra Efforts and Time to Get Food in Mouth Felt
Rewarding

Unlike the normal self-feeding process, Arm-A-Dine
required additional effort and time to get the food into the
mouth. The participants first had to look at the facial
expression of their diner then think about which direction the
arm would move and finally they must have also let the
robotic arm move at its pace (which was intentionally slow).
We initially thought that this slowness might annoy
participants. However, to our surprise, this slow activity and
the additional effort required did not felt like a punishment,
instead participants enjoyed the overall process and found it
a nice change to their routine action of eating food. They also
felt rewarded when the robotic arm fed food to them.
Participant 8 described the satisfaction of getting the food, he
said: “It pushed me to put an extra effort and attention to the
eating process. But when I got the food after twisting, turning
and slow movement of the robotic arm, I felt rewarded and
satisfied”.
F3: Incidental Bodily Activity to Get the Food Was
Appreciated

The movements of the robotic arm were not always perfectly
aligned with the diner. Sometimes the participants had to
align and twist their body to a certain angle to grab the food
from the robotic arm, as illustrated in Figure 6. This
incidental bodily activity was enjoyed by the participants.
Seven participants mentioned in the interview that the
required body-technology coordination was worth the effort.
For example, Participant 7 said: “I had to focus on the robotic
arm and the food in order to pick it up properly. Although
the table was set to my height I had to sway my body and
coordinate it with the movement of the arm to pick up food
perfectly”. Participant 10 similarly said he had great fun in
twisting his bodies to pick the food.
F4: Exchange of Control on the Movement of the Robotic
Arm Was Intriguing

Participants were not disappointed by the fact that they were
not in control of their robotic arm that is on their body.
Instead, they were happy in giving control of its movement
to another person (an eating partner who was in front of
them) since they knew that they are also in partial control of
the robotic arm that the partner is wearing. Participant 4 said:
“I really like the twist that Arm-A-Dine unfolds that my arm
is controlled by my partner and my partner’s arm is
controlled by me”.
Participants noted that they were aware of the fact that even
though the arm was being controlled by their partner’s facial
expressions, they did not lose total control over their arm.
For example, Participant 10 said: “Having the robotic arm
on my body means I still have some sort of control over it.
For example, I can at least decide what food to pick”.

Figure 6. Participants experiencing playful social eating
F5: Unpredictable Movements of the Arm Was Enjoyed

In Arm-A-dine, the dependency on diners’ facial expressions
added an element of surprise and unpredictability. As such,
it was hard to predict how and to which direction the arm
would move. Specifically, when the diners’ facial
expressions were neutral, the arms behaved a bit randomly
so it was hard to predict whom it would serve in this
situation. This unpredictability, however, was taken
positively by the participants, and they felt that it brought
humor and playfulness to dining. For example, Participant 5
articulated how imperfect movements during dining can
actually be valuable, she said: “Although I would love perfect
arm movement each time but it is too boring. If the arm is too
perfect, then there is no chance of anything going wrong or
something unexpected to happen and so there is no element
of surprise. I think unpredictability of the arm’s movement
was great and made the eating experience more playful by
increasing the conversation time I had with my partner”. On
the other hand, participants also liked and got excited about
strange mid-air arm movements when the system detected a
neutral facial expression. Participant 2 said: “The most
exciting bit was when the third arm moved strangely in the
air. It felt as if the arm was teasing us by fluttering between
both our mouths. It was like: ‘Wow!’ And it felt good to see
something like this”. For nine participants, this
unpredictability of the arm in picking up food turned into a
challenge. Participant 10 said: “Making facial expression to
get the food was challenging but it felt very satisfactory,
when you got what you wanted”.
F6: Participants Devised Strategies to Make the System
Work to Their Advantage

Six participants reported that they combined their efforts to
operate and pick up food with their arms, and they felt this
was a playful social part of the experience. For example,
participant 10 said: “My opponent and I found out the
technique, if you put the gripper along the edge of the food,
then it can easily grab the food. It was not hard, just needs a
little bit of combined practice”. Participants were speaking
about how they guided each other as sometimes the wearer
or their partner understood how the arm was going to move
better. For example, participant 16 said: “Sometimes I was

focusing more on eating the food I guess [laughs] and I
missed a bit of the arm movement and lost track. During
these times my partner helped me understand the arm's next
movements and this made the experience more fun”.

even though they knew that this action might not help them eat
more. For example, participant 4 said: “Although I knew that
her facial expressions control my robotic arm, [I] still wanted
to smile more, it helped me in enjoying the experience more”.

F7: Paying Attention and Altering Facial Expressions

F11: Feeding Each Other Made Participants Nostalgic

F8: Time Gap Between Robotic Arm Movements
Facilitated Bonding

THEMES

Participants suggested that they had to visually focus on their
partner’s facial expressions while also coordinating their own
facial expression, which was challenging but also intriguing
and fun. Surprisingly, this became a contest of who will
succeed in this activity. For instance, participants tried to get
to fed the food that they do not like to their diners by altering
their facial expression. Participant 14 said: “I was paying
attention to [our] facial expressions: depending on what my
[partner] picks, I used to change my expressions and try to
feed him the food that he doesn’t like [laughs]”. As such, the
mapping of facial expressions to the movement of the arm and
eventually to what is being eating facilitated participants to
play around with their facial expressions. For example,
participant 9 said: “I felt like my arm was more in control than
my [partner’s] and I felt as if I was being fed by both, my arm
and my partner's arm as well. I think this might be because I
figured out the connection between emotions and how the
arms picked up the food [giggles]. Eventually I tried to focus
on my emotions and shape my facial expressions in a way that
would make the arm pick food for me all the time [laughs].”
Seven participants liked the slow speed of the third arm that
maintained a time gap in between each repetitive cycle of the
robotic arm. It allowed them to bond with each other, for
example, participant 1 said: “We keep meddling with our
phone generally when we are eating. In Arm-A-Dine, we used
the time when the robotic arm was doing its movement, to chat
about each other’s boyfriend. We have been having some
trouble lately [laughs]”. Similarly, participant 11 said: “The
time gap between when the arm was feeding us helped focus
on each other’s facial expressions and interact with each other
to influence how my partner was feeling”.
F9: Getting Fed by and Feeding Another Person Was an
Enjoyable Social Activity

Ten participants said that they enjoyed feeding the other
person more than feeding themselves. For example,
participant 13 said: “It was more fun to feed food to the other
person, as it involves more interaction with the other person”.
Participants also believed that such a system could act as an
icebreaker between strangers as it pushed the participants to
interact with each other: “It is a good way of interacting with
a person you are meeting for the first time” (participant 8).
F10: Dining Became Enjoyable with the Addition of Smiles
and Facial Expressions

In Arm-A-Dine smiling was a crucial element to affect the
movement of the arm. As such, participants could have smiled
only when it was required. However, we found that
participants kept smiling more often because they were also
enjoying the experience, and smiling did not occur just to
satisfy the goal (i.e. smile to affect the movement of arm). To
this end, participants seemed to be happy about smiling more

The participants felt nostalgic at times as it reminded them of
the times they spent with their family. For example, participant
13 said: “I enjoyed the experience a lot, especially the bit
where my partner was feeding me as it reminded me of my
mother feeding me when I was a child”. Participant 2 said:
“The experience reminded me of gathering with friends and
family to eat and it felt good.” Although we do not aim to infer
cultural inferences, our study participants came from different
countries and cultures with different eating habits, some use
forks and spoons while some cultures also eat with their hands.
Arm-A-Dine involved eating with hands. Participants who did
not come from a culture that share this norm were at first a
little apprehensive but enjoyed this new mode of interaction
and eating with hands (even though it is the robotic hand). It
reminded them of times when they travel to such countries
where eating with hands is common. For example, participant
2 said: “It is not common in our culture to eat with hands, but
this experience reminded me of travels to Sri Lanka where I
saw people eating food with their hands and it was very
interesting to see people eating this way”.
In this section, we group our findings to inform a set of three
overarching themes. We unpack each theme based on our
findings before discussing implications for design for each
theme.
Theme 1: Reduce Bodily Control During Eating

Eating and in particular feeding is a bodily activity that
involves our arms, shoulders, fingers etc. and normally we are
in control of these bodily parts and therefore their actions.
With Arm-a-dine, however, we revealed that altering some of
this control can contribute towards an engaging eating
experience. This theme advocates considering reduced bodily
control during eating and 96 of the total 325 units of data were
described by this theme.
Reduce bodily control to encourage new bodily ways of eating

Finding F3 suggests that eating with a third arm required the
participants to give up some bodily control over their feeding
actions and they had to coordinate their existing actions with
the third arm. Sometimes, it involved twisting their bodies
(See Figure 6) and aligning it with the movement of the third
arm in order to get the desired food. On inquiry, participants
said that they were happy to give away such partial control as
it provided them with an opportunity to be physically agile and
social and they also liked these new ways of eating and feeding
their partner (as discussed in F3 and F8). Participants thought
that this was “fun” because feeding with reduced control
required them to emote (as discussed in F4) and interact more.
Encourage simpler control scheme

The mapping of facial expressions to arm movements also
resulted in reduced bodily control for participants, as discussed
in F7: as only three basic facial expressions where mapped to

limited robotic movement (move towards the wearer, move
towards the partner, or “undecided”), participants might have
experienced this “limited” (at least in comparison to “regular”
eating) control over their eating. However, participants
seemed to have appreciated this reduced bodily control, in fact
F7 suggests that it facilitated participants focusing on their
own and their partner’s facial expressions, which led to
engaging conversations and an overall positive experience.

consumption experience by drawing attention to sensory
aspects of an experience that might otherwise be missed [8].
Here, we describe participants’ experiences around savoring
and how the design drew attention to sensory aspects to
facilitate it. It is a combination of 85 of the total 325 units of
data.

Allow machine to take partial control over eating

Based on F1, we believe that participants savored the food
they were being fed as the experience helped them focus on
the sensory aspects of the food they were eating. This seemed
to be facilitated by the fact that the movement of the robotic
arm was rather slow to allow individuals to eat slowly. Despite
the fact that food was so much more accessible to participants
(as they had an extra arm), F6 and F7 suggest that the
underlying interaction mechanics nudged individuals to eat
slowly. In addition, F1 suggests that this focused participants
on what they were eating and how much they were eating.
While robotic arms like uArm Pro [96] offer much faster
workflows, we suggest that instead of making robotic arms
always faster, we can also benefit from their movement to be
slow as a way to draw attention to sensory aspects and
facilitate savoring. This is also in line with existing work on
3D-food printing [42] that previously found that a slow 3D
printer can facilitate savoring and does not always need to be
faster.

Implications for design

Make eating strange to draw attention to sensory aspects to
facilitate savouring

Another way, reduced bodily control was experienced by
participants was through the third arm executing bodily
actions on its own i.e., when the machine was controlling the
pre-programmed movement actions of picking up the food,
moving it up from the plate, and then releasing it from the
gripper. These actions were pre-programmed and as such the
participant did not have much control over them. Nevertheless,
our findings suggest that participants enjoyed watching this
bodily control unfold as part of their eating experience. It is
important to note that these pre-programmed actions could
have been improved upon with more advanced hardware,
allowing for more smooth motion, for example. However, it
appears that the more rugged control given to the machine was
part of the appeal to see the feeding action unfold over time.
Investigating the impact of hardware advances to notions of
bodily control could therefore be interesting avenues for future
work.
Integrating technology and food (e.g. [41, 42, 57, 64, 67, 75,
76]) can often be perceived as an attempt to give away control
over what we eat. In contrast, we refine this and argue that
reducing some bodily control can actually positively
contribute to the eating experience, in particular, we argue that
reducing bodily control is something that designers should
consider when aiming to develop embodied eating
experiences. This confirms existing theory on the benefits of
reducing bodily control in entertainment experiences [56],
here, we extend it to social eating. We argue based on our
findings that designers interested in embodied eating
experiences should consider bodily control as key design
opportunity. In particular, we found reducing bodily control an
intriguing design resource for playful social eating
experiences. Other augmented eating systems could benefit
from this, for example, we can envision a future version of the
LOLLio interactive lollipop [64] that uses reduced bodily
control to facilitate a more playful experience: through
including a haptic output device in the stick between the base
(which the user holds) and the candy, the computer could
sometimes control how the candy moves and turns. This could
be particularly playful if the candy is in the user’s mouth.
Theme 2: Encourage Savoring by Drawing Attention to
Sensory Aspects During Eating

This theme is derived from F1, F2, F5, F6, F7 and F8 and is
concerned with how an embodied eating experience is
facilitating savoring. Savoring is the capacity to attend to,
appreciate, and enhance the positive experiences in our life
[101]. It is one of the key principles behind eating mindfully
[88] and aims to prolong and intensify the enjoyment of a

Make eating slow to draw attention to sensory aspects to
facilitate savoring

Finding F4 suggests to us that learning how to control the third
arm through facial expressions made the usually very easy and
common task of feeding rather “strange”, and participants had
to learn anew how to feed themselves and their partner.
Having to re-learn how to feed appeared to draw attention to
the sensory aspects and therefore facilitated savouring. As
such, we find that giving participants an extra arms that
requires learning a new way to control it is one possible
approach towards re-designing familiar embodied actions
during eating as a way to draw attention to sensory aspects.
This extends existing theory around making the familiar
strange [52] that discusses making strange bodily movements
serving the purpose of breaking out of old patterns of
perception to arrive at fresh appreciations and perspectives for
design. Similarly, we suggest to make familiar eating actions
strange as a way to draw attention to sensory aspects as one
way to facilitate savouring.
Implications for design

Existing eating technologies such as the Chewing Jockey [44]
system is already making eating strange by playing augmented
sound effects as a result of chewing. However, by looking at
the theme, designers might come up with additional ways to
make the eating strange, for example by playing sound effects
also during the feeding as a way to focus one’s attention to the
audio during eating.
Theme 3: Encourage Cross Modal Sharing During Eating

In social eating experiences, sharing of food is a commonly
observed activity. The sharing of food is often a sign of
bonding and intimacy while contributing to conversations.

Cross modal design is the idea of involving two or more bodily
senses into an experience to create playful experiences [14].
Our study findings, in particular F1, F5, F6, F8 and F9, suggest
that cross modal sharing contributed positively to the eating
experience. Our participants shared not only the food, but also
the table, smell and conversations as a result of them being colocated. Here we describe how design can facilitate cross
modal sharing beyond those aspects. 66 of the total 325 units
of data were described by this theme.
Share bodies during eating to facilitate social interaction

Our findings F5, F6 and F8 suggest that the participants
enjoyed that the design of Arm-A-Dine allowed them to
experience shared eating over a local network: a participant’s
facial expression controlled the third arm of the other person
as a result of being wirelessly connected. As such, we can say
that participants experienced a “shared” body, as one’s bodily
actions (facial expression) affected the other person’s bodily
action (arm movement). This shared body experience action
appeared to facilitate conversations and contribute positively
to the social character of the experience. Prior work has
already explored shared bodies, for example see [37], here we
extend this work and argue that sharing bodies as part of the
eating process can be an intriguing design resource to support
embodied eating experiences.
Share control over eating to facilitate social interaction

Our findings suggest that participants found the shared control
over the eating engaging as it facilitated social interaction.
Theme 1 talks about reduced control, here we highlight that
participants also experienced shared control: for example,
when aiming to pick up the food, a participant shared control
over the gripper with the system: the system determined when
to close the gripper while the wearer was moving his/her body
to position the gripper. Both participants were invested into
this interaction, as it determined which food they will eat (and
when, as it sometimes needed several attempts to get the
picking right). Then participants shared control over the
feeding action, as one participant determined who gets to be
fed, while the other moved his/her body to align the gripper
with the mouth. This coordination facilitated lots of laughter
and contributed to the social character of the experience. Prior
work has already highlighted the benefits of sharing control in
embodied games (for example see Mueller et al. [62], Altimira
[1], Garner et al. [29], Wilson [83]) to facilitate social
interaction [37]. Here we extend this to eating by highlighting
the potential of shared control over eating to facilitate social
interaction.
Implications for Design

Other works can use this theme to stimulate design ideas
around sharing when it comes to eating. For example, the
Chorus system [27] that orchestrates the sharing and revisiting
of personal stories through a connected collage of personal
devices during family mealtimes could be extended through
the notion of sharing bodies: the connected devices could
encourage their respective owners to link arms while eating at
significant points in the story to facilitate an even more
“connected” embodied eating experience; this would probably
contribute to the social character of the eating experience.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We acknowledge that our work has limitations, like all design
work. For example, we acknowledge that repeated use of the
system might reveal additional insights. Also, the mounting of
the third onto the vest felt generally comfortable, however, it
might feel a bit heavy after prolonged use. Moreover, while
working with limited facial expressions proved to be
beneficial, we acknowledge that we can incorporate more
bodily input in the future. Furthermore, the robotic arm was
able to move in a few directions only due to its hardware
constraints, this could also be built-upon to support enriched
eating experiences. Nevertheless, we believe that our findings
based on a first explorative study of an embodied eating
experience still offers valuable first insights. We believe that,
as technology advances, there will be more opportunities to
augment the social eating experience and, in the future, we
would like to see more work being explored around this area.
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we described the design and study of an
embodied eating experience called Arm-A-Dine that focuses
on a social and playful engagement around food. By
presenting Arm-A-Dine, we introduce to the community an
opportunity of combining embodied technology with the
eating process to facilitate an engaging social eating
experience. Along with the details of the design process, we
describe the insights collected from interviews of the
participants trying out Arm-A-Dine. We hope that the
described themes and its design implications are useful for
game designers and food practitioners to create playful social
eating experiences. Rather than considering technology as a
distraction during eating, we believe it can play a positive role
if we design it right. As a step towards this, we illustrated how
interactive technology can facilitate a playful social eating
experience. We invite more explorations on such playful
eating experiences in order to enrich our understanding of
computer mediated human-food interactions.
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